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The gender sensitization training for DPMs' held at Mariarani Centre on 25th & 26th October 2017. Mrs. Soya welcomed the DPMs to the training and introduced the trainers, Mr. Sharon & Mrs. Mercy Kappen. The sessions started with what is the difference between 'sex' & 'gender'. Sex is the biological difference and gender is the socially constructed differences. The session also covered the several approaches & strategies of gender equity. There is equality but we need to bring equity. The session was very much interesting and interactive. The training helped to interact with more colleges freely without any gender bias. The contents explained in the training sessions are very complicated & relevant but it was presented very simple & clear. Both the trainers explained & sometimes questioned each other to make the audience clear & understanding.
The participants got equal opportunities to speak & express their feelings.
The theme & subject are very clear.
Thank you so much for providing such a training & in future similar training should be given to other staffs also because ultimately all the Kenduambashree work can & work equally towards gender equitable society.
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